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Abstract 
In many cases, it would be useful to automatically downgrade obsolete information. Most 
of the multilevel databases do not provide mechanisms which enable such downgrading to 
be specified and managed. In this paper, we propose a general language to cope with this 
problem. This language is based on first order logic with various extensions to represent 
concepts such as dating, classification and downgrading. This language enables the content 
of a temporal multilevel database to be specified. We also show that this language can 
be used to specify general and various downgrading rules. We conclude this paper by 
providing several examples of downgrading rules in the context of the entity-relationship 
model. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most of the multilevel database management systems (DBMS) only deal with static data 
classification and do not provide general mechanisms to manage the evolution of the 
classifications during the course of time. However, in many applications, we need functions 
to automatically downgrade pieces of information when these pieces of information become 
obsolete. 

This paper proposes a preliminary analysis of this problem in order to define the general 
framework and functions necessary for a DBMS to deal with downgrading requirements. 
For this purpose, we adopt a logical approach. A database is represented by a logical 
first order theory and we include in this formalism several extensions to represent both 
concepts of temporal and classified data. The example we shall use in this paper are then 
presented using concepts similar to the entity-relationship model. However, our formalism 
may apply to a relational database as well. 
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a general overview of the downgrading 
problem; it informally describes several types of downgrading, namely on an order, an 
event, a specific time or after a delay. Section 2 sums up the main problems we have to 
solve. Section 3 proposes a theoretical analysis of the downgrading problem. Our objective 
in this section is to define a general language which enables the multilevel database content 
and general downgrading rules to be specified. Sections 4 and 5 show how to use this 
language by providing several examples of downgrading rules. Finally, section 6 concludes 
this paper and describes several continuations we plan for this work. 

1 VARIOUS TYPES OF DOWNGRADING 

1.1 Downgrading on an order 

The already available multilevel systems generally implement a function which enables 
the content of an object (in the sense of the Bell and LaPadula notion of object (BL 75]) 
to be downgraded on an order. The ability to play a special role, namely the role of 
downgrader, is generally required to execute this downgrading function. We may also 
assume that, for instance, the system security administrator is the only person cleared to 
play the role of downgrader. 

1.2 Downgrading on an event 

Downgrading on an order allows us to represent interactive downgrading requirements. 
However, in many applications, we need means to specify general rules which enable 
information to be automatically downgraded. Downgrading on an event is an example 
of automatic downgrading which is triggered off when an event external to the database 
occurs. The following rule is an example of downgrading on an event: 

Rule 1: When John retires, his salary is to be downgraded 

To deal with this kind of downgrading rules, the DBMS must provide means to filter and 
recognize some specific events, for instance a database update, in order to automatically 
trigger off the downgrading rule. 

1.3 Downgrading on a time 

This type of downgrading corresponds to a decision to downgrade a given piece of infor
mation on a specific time. The following rule is an example of downgrading on a time: 

Rule 2: On January 1, 1995, John' salary is to be downgraded 

1.4 Downgrading after a delay 

Many organizations define security policies to protect their data, but generally consider 
that the sensitivity associated with a given data is not a static but dynamic attribute. 
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Therefore, this data may be downgraded after a given delay making the old sensitivity 
obsolete. The following rule is an example: 

Rule 3: After ten years, Secret data are to be downgraded 

2 PROBLEMS TO SOLVE 

2.1 Specifying downgrading rules 

A first problem on which this paper focuses is that we need a language to specify general 
rules for automatic downgrading. As far as we know, such a language has never been 
proposed before. 

The general downgrading rules are to be managed by the multilevel DBMS and only 
specific users are to be cleared to write the downgrading rules. Users cleared at this 
position must be very accurate when writing the downgrading rules. For instance, let us 
reconsider the natural language specification of rule 1: 

Rule 1: When John retires, his salary is to be downgraded 

When inserting this rule in the DBMS, this user must accurately specify the condition 
that will trigger off the downgrading of John's secret salary. This is to avoid that a Trojan 
Horse, by observing this downgrading rule, maliciously inserts in the database that John 
retires, when actually he does not, in order to disclose his secret salary. For this purpose, 
this user must specify, in the pre-condition of the rule, that the piece of information saying 
that John retires is to be inserted on behalf of a trusted user. 

On the other hand, the DBMS must be able to recognize the situation in which a given 
piece of information is to be downgraded. Therefore, downgrading seems to be related to 
several concepts used in active databases [DBBa88],[WCL91], in particular the concepts 
of action and event. We shall further discuss this point in the conclusion. In this paper, 
we actually follow a logical approach and shall take our inspiration in [AF94] in order to 
represent these concepts of events and actions in our formalism. The aim of section 3 will 
be to develop such a language and propose a theoretical analysis of the logical properties 
of this language. 

2.2 Downgrading consequences 

Another theoretical problem we have to consider is how to propagate data downgrad
ing. As a matter of fact, the following rule must be enforced when data downgrading is 
performed: 

Rule 4: If p is a fact to be downgraded at level/, 
If p --+ q is a general rule classified at Ievell, 
If q is classified at Ievell' with ..,( l' :::; 1), 
Then q is also to be downgraded at level l 
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If this rule is not enforced, then an inferential channel is created in the multilevel database: 
a user cleared at Ievell can use information stored in the database to which he can legally 
have an access -namely p and p--+ q- to derive prohibited information -namely q. 

However, applying the rule 4 may lead to downgrade some pieces of information whereas 
the user in charge of controlling the downgrading process does not plan to do so. Therefore, 
we have to be careful when applying this rule. A good practice is to ask the user to confirm 
the downgrading decision in this case. Moreover, how to deal with the consequences of 
a downgrading decision is actually related to a bigger problem, namely the inference 
problem in multilevel databases. This is a complex problem and we do not plan to solve 
it in this paper. 

2.3 Data sealing 

When dealing with a downgrading rule after a delay, we are faced to the problem of 
sealing the information to be downgraded. For instance, let us assume that it is decided 
to downgrade at time t3 a fact dated at time t1; let us also assume that the decision to 
downgrade is taken at time t2 with t1 :S: t 2 < t3 . In this case, it may be possible to update 
the fact to be downgraded between t2 and h. In our approach, this update would cancel 
the decision to downgrade. Therefore, if one really wants to downgrade this information, 
the DBMS must provide mechanisms to guarantee that the data to be downgraded is not 
modified between t2 and t3• We call sealing this type of trusted mechanisms. When a given 
piece of information is sealed, then all attempt to modify this piece of information must 
be prohibited. On the other hand, the sealing procedure does not enforce any additional 
restriction when a read access is requested. Thus, implementing a sealing procedure simply 
requires specific access controls to be effective. 

3 A LANGUAGE TO SPECIFY DOWNGRADING RULES 

3.1 Principles 

The aim of this section is to propose a language to specify various types of downgrading 
rules, namely on order, event or time. This language is based on a first-order logic with 
several extensions whose purpose is to enable downgrading rules to be specified. 

First order logic has been used to formalize databases in two main ways usually called 
the proof theoretic approach and the model theoretic approach. The former considers a 
database as a first order theory, the latter considers a database as an interpretation of 
a first order theory. The logical approach has been first applied to the relational model 
[Rei83]. In this paper, we adapt these ideas to the case of the entity-relationship model 
[Che76]. 

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: In section 3.2, we propose a logical 
interpretation of several entity-relationship concepts using first order logic. Then, in the 
subsequent sections we show how to extend this language to include several other concepts 
such as concepts of dating, classification and downgrading. We propose a syntax as well 
as an axiomatics for these concepts. Due to space limitation, we do not develop a general 
semantic for this language; it will be presented in a forthcoming paper. 
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All these concepts may seem to be unnecessarily complicated, however we claim that all 
of them are necessary to formally deal with the various types of downgrading we consider 
in this paper. Thus, section 3.3 starts by including a representation of temporal data 
suited to the downgrading problem. Section 3.4 then extends this language to associate 
formulas with a multilevel classification. Section 3.5 shows how to represent a database 
whose purpose is to store both temporal and multilevel data. Section 3.6 includes the 
concept of event we shall use to specify downgrading rules on an event. Finally, section 
3. 7 shows how to represent the fact that a given data must be downgraded at a given date 
and how to use this language to define various types of downgrading. 

3.2 Entity-Relationship Model 

Language and Axiomatics 
The language we use to represent the database content is based on a first order logic with 
equality. This language, we denote it LI is defined by a pair (AI, WI) where AI is a set of 
symbols and WI is a set of well formed formulas. AI includes the following symbols: 

• A set of variables V and a set of constants C. A term is a symbol which belongs to 
vue. 

• A set of predicates P. P must include the binary predicate = (equality). 
• The logical symbols--+ (implication), 1\ (conjunction), V (disjunction) and..., (negation), 

+-+ (equivalence). 
• The universal quantifier V and existential quantifier 3. 

The construction rules of the well formed formulas of language LI are the following: 

• If Pis a n-ary predicate and if it, ... , tn are terms then P(it, ... , tn) is a (atomic) formula. 
• If PI and P2 are formulas then {PI/\ P2), (PI V P2), {PI --+ P2 ), (PI <-+ P2 ) and ...,pi are 

formulas. 
• If xis a variable and P a formula, then Vx, P and 3x, Pare formulas. 

The axiomatics of language LI are classical axiom schemas of first order logic with equality. 

Entities and Classes 
We now show how to use this logical framework to represent the main concepts of the 
entity-relationship model. We need first to model the concept of entity (or object). For 
this purpose, the set of constants C must include a set of object identifiers. An identifier 
is used to uniquely identify an object. The set of predicates P must also include a set of 
unary class predicates. Objects belong to these classes. For instance, the data "the object 
whose identifier is OI is an instance of the class Employee" is represented in our logical 
theory by the fact Employee( OI)· 

The set of class predicates is structured in a sub-class and super-class hierarchy. For 
instance, the fact that the class CI is a sub-class of class c2 is represented in our logic by 
the following rule: 

Finally, there is a class which is a super-class of all others classes. For this purpose, we 
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I OBJECT 01 

Attributes 
Name: Dupont 
Age: 30 
Salary : 10000 

Figure 1 Example of object 

introduce a special unary class predicate denoted Object. Every existing object is an 
instance of the class Object. 

Values and Attributes 
The data related to an object are represented by a set of attributes. Hence, the set of 
constants C must include a set of attribute values and the set P must include a set of 
attribute predicates. For instance, let us assume that an employee is associated with the 
attributes Name, Age and Salary. Therefore, to represent an employee in our logic, we 
shall use the three following predicates: N ame(x, y), Age(x, y) and Salary(x, y ). For each 
class C and for each attribute A1 , ... , A,. associated with this class, there is a rule to specify 
that each object of this class has a value associated with the attributes A1 , ... , An : 

Finally, we can use this language to represent the following employee 0 1 (Figure 1). It 
is represented in our logic by the following axiom: 

Employee( Ot) 1\ N ame(01 , Dupont) 1\ Age(01 , 30) 1\ Salary( Db 10000) 

The language we have just described is sufficient for the purpose of this paper. We refer 
to [CD89] for a more detailed presentation which includes the concept of types, complex 
object values and inheritance. It is somewhat straightforward to specify all these concepts 
in first order logic but it is not necessary for the purpose of this paper. 

3.3 Temporal Data 

Topological logic 
We shall say that a statement is temporally definite if its truth or falsity is independent 
of the time at which it is asserted. For instance, the following statements are temporally 
definite: 

• It sometimes rains in Paris. 
• It always rains in Brest. 
• It was raining in Paris on January 1, 1980. 

By contrast, let us consider the statements: 

• It is now raining in Toulouse. 
• It was raining in Paris yesterday. 
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These statements are all temporally indefinite in that their truth or falsity is not indepen
dent of their time of assertion. After these preliminary remarks it is useful to distinguish 
between dates and pseudo-dates. A definite date is a time specification that is chrono
logically stable (such as "January 1, 1980"). A pseudo-date is a time specification that 
is chronologically unstable (such as "today" or "yesterday"). In the following, we shall 
consider a temporal dating procedure based on a set of chronological stable dates, but 
it is also possible to establish a correspondance with one unstable pseudo-date: now. We 
assume that the set of stable dates is a discrete set associated with a total order denoted 
:::;. This means that we consider a linear time structure rather than a branching time 
structure. The temporal logic we obtain is closely related to the so-called "topological" 
temporal logic [RU71]. This logic does not include the two classical temporal operators 
since and until [GM91]. We are now presenting the syntax and axiomatics of this logic. 

Let P be some temporally indefinite statement. Then, we can in general form another 
statement asserting that P holds at the particular time t. Therefore, we introduce the 
modal operator [ ] of temporal realization. We shall write [P]1 to be read "P is realized 
at the timet". If tis a proper date (not a pseudo date), then [P]1 is always temporally 
definite. We have supposed up to now that P is a temporally indefinite statement. We 
can drop this restriction by means of the following convention: 

If Pis a temporally definite statement, then [P)1 is to be taken simply as equivalent with 
P itself. Therefore, if Pis temporally definite, then P <-+'it, [P)t. 

We are now interesting in the iteration of the [ ] operator. What is the meaning of 
statement such as [[P]1J., i.e "it is the case at timet' that it is the case at timet that P". 
There are actually two cases depending on whether t is or not equal ton (i.e "now"): 

{ [P],, if t = n 
[[P)t),, ,_. [P] 1 if t =/- n 

Syntax and axiomatics 
The language L2 = (A2, W2) we consider is an extension of the language L1 previously 
defined. A2 must include the following symbols: 

• All the symbols of language Lt. 
• The set C must contain a set of definite dates and the pseudo date n ("now"). 
• The set V must contain a set of temporal variables denoted t, t', etc ... A temporal term 

is a date or a temporal variable. 
e A binary predicate :S of chronological ordering. 
• The operator <> to form interval of time. 
• The modal operator [ ] of temporal realization. 

The construction rules of the formulas of language L2 are the following: 

• All the construction rules of language Lt. 
• If P is a formula and t1 and t2 are two temporal terms then [P] 11 and (P]<t,,t,> are 

formulas. 
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The axiomatics of language £ 2 is the following axiom schemas*: 

e All axioms of language L1 . 

e Axioms to specify that ~ is a total order. 
• [•P]t +-+ •[P)t. 
e [P1 1\ P2]t +-+ [Pl)t 1\ [P2]t. 
• [P]n +-+ [P). 
e ['v't' P] 1 +-+ 'v't'[P]1, if t and t' are two distinct temporal variables. 
• [[P)t)., 1\ •(t = n) +-+ [P)t. 
• [n = t']t +-+ t = t' . 
• [t' = t"]t +-+ t' = t". 
• 'v'tP ----+ pt/to where t0 must be a date or a pseudo date and ptfto designates the result 

of substituting t0 for every free occurence oft in P. Furthermore, in this last axiom, t 
must not occur within the scope of the operator [)in P. 

The inference rules of language L2 are the modus ponens plus: 

• _tL__ 
1-Vt,[P]t 

Finally, [P)<t,,t,> is simply an abbreviation for: 

i.e. the truth of P upon the interval < t1 , t2 > is equivalent to the truth of P in every 
timet belonging to the closed interval < tb t 2 >. 

3.4 Data classification 

For the sake of simplicity, we only consider two classification levels: the unclassified (or 
public) level and the secret level. Defining a classification procedure actually consists in 
labelling some formulas of a given language. In our case, we consider, at every timet, two 
sets U1 and S1 of sentences of L2 which respectively represent the set of unclassified and 
secret sentences. At every time t, it is assumed that U1 and S1 are disjoint sets, that is 
U1nS1 = 0 and it is also assumed that some sentences of L2 may be not classifiedt, that is, 
we do not necessarily have: U1 U S1 = L2 • The labelling procedure of some sentences of L2 

with a classification level is a priori independent from the truth or falsity of this sentence. 
To specify in our logic which sentences are classified, we shall consider the language 
L3 = (A3, W3) which is an extension of language L2 • A3 must include the following 
symbols: 

• All the symbols of language £ 2 • 

• The modal operators [U) and [S). 

The construction rules of language L3 are the following: 

*We assume that the temporal variables are distinct from other variables. This assumption associated 
with these construction rules actually leads to a two-sorted logic. This is to avoid the existence of strange 
and undesirable formulas in our language 
t i.e. are not explicitly associated with a classification level 
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• All the construction rules of language L2 • 

• If Pis a formula of L2 then [U]P and (S]P are formulas of L3 . 

Intuitively, (U]P means that the formula Pis unclassified and (S]P means that the formula 
Pis secret. Formulas having the form [U]P and (S]P are temporally indefinite statements 
(even though Pis temporally definite). By contrast, ift is a date, then [(U]P]1 and ((S]P]1 

are two temporally definite statements and we have: 

e If P E U1 then [[U]P]t 
e If P E S1 then,((S]P]t 

There are other axiom schemas (see also (CD94] for a more detailed presentation) to define 
general properties of the classification procedure, namely: 

• [Ulrtrue) where true is an abbreviation for P V ...,p 
• ~'P-q 

r[UJP-[U]Q 

The first axiom says that tautologies should be unclassified; the second axiom says that 
if P ---4 Q is a tautology then P is unclassified should imply that Q is also unclassified. 
For (S], it is simply the converse which holds, namely: 

• •(Sl(true) 
• rP-Q 

r[SJQ-[SJP 

The first axiom says that tautologies should not be secret; the second axiom says that if 
P ---4 Q is a tautology then Q is secret should imply that P is also secret. 

Finally, let us consider the following formula: 

e •([U]P 1\ [S]P) 

i.e. any formula should not be both unclassified and secret. We consider that this constraint 
is a part of the multilevel security policy. Therefore, in the following, we shall assume that 
this is a theorem of our logic. 

3.5 Temporal databases 

Assumptions 
We consider a database denoted db and assume that the database content is a set of 
formulas of the language L2 • This means that the database may contain temporal data. 
We also consider that the database content changes in the course of time. We note db1 the 
database content at timet. We shall use the following definitions (see also (Sri93, J+94]): 

Definition 1 We call classical database a database db which only contains temporally 
indefinite data. 

Definition 2 We call valid-time database or historical time database a database which 
may contain temporally definite data, i.e the database content db1 of the database at time 
tis represented by statements having the form [P]t. with possibly t =f- t'. tis called instant 
valid-time or instant historical time and t' is called instant transaction-time or instant 
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belief time. Notice that we may have t' > t, that is to say the database may contain future 
statements. 

Definition 3 We call transaction-time database or belief time database a database which 
may contain at time t all the database contents dbt; with t; ~ t. This means that a 
transaction-time database records all its past beliefs. 

We can actually consider that a classical database (i.e a database which does not contain 
temporal data) is a special case of valid-time database whose content at timet is uniformly 
dated at t. It is assumed that db1 is a consistent set of formulas. On the other hand, it is 
not assumed that all the data stored in db are true of the world, that means that db1 is 
considered as a set of beliefs. It is assumed that the global database db is actually separated 
into two sub-databases, the unclassified database denoted udb and secret database denoted 
sdb. We shall call "unclassified database" at time t a consistent set of sentences udb1 and 
"secret database" at time t a consistent set of sentences sdb1• 

Language extension 
We want to represent in our language all the sentences derivable from the (deductive) 
database db, udb and sdb. For this purpose, we consider an extension L4 = (A4 , W4 ) of 
language L3 which must contain three modal operators [DB], [U DB], [SDB] and we 
consider the following construction rules: 

• All construction rules of language L3 . 

• If Pis a formula then [DB]P, [UDB]P and [SDB]P are formulas. 

Intuitively, [DB]P, [U DB]P and [SDB]P respectively means that the global database, 
the unclassified database and the secret database believes P. We assume that [B]P (where 
[B] may be any of the modalities [DB], [UDB] and [SDB]) is temporally indefinite. By 
contrast, if t is a date, then the formula [[B]P]t is temporally definite and means that P 
is derivable from the consistent set of sentences db1 (or udb1, or sdb1). Actually, we have: 

[B]P <---+ [[B]P]n 

So, [B]P represents that Pis derivable from the set of sentences dbn (or udbn, or sdbn)· 

Axiomatics 
The modalities [DB], [UDB] and [SDB] are three doxastic modalities whose axiomatics 
is the KD logic (Che80]. Therefore, we get the following axiomatics (where [B] represents 
any of the modalities [DB], [UDB] or [SDB]): 

e [B]P 1\ [B](P --t Q) --t [B]Q 
• •[B](Jalse) 
• 1-P 

1-[B]P 

The first axiom says that the database beliefs are closed under logical derivation. The 
second axiom says that each database content is a consistent set of beliefs and the third 
axiom says that each database believes all the tautologies. 
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Moreover, there are two axiom schemas to derive the global database from the unclas
sified and secret databases (see [CC95] for a more detailed presentation)+: 

e [SDB]P---+ [DB]P 
e [UDB]P 1\ •[SDB]•P---+ [DB]P 

The first axiom says that the secret database is a sub-part of the global database. On 
the other hand, the unclassified database may contain cover stories; a cover story is a lie 
provided to unclassified users to hide the existence of a more secret fact. Therefore, the 
second axiom says that the global database will believe in an unclassified fact only if this 
fact is not contradicted by an otherwise secret fact. 

Let us now consider the following formula: 

e [UDB]P---+ [U]P 

This formula says that the unclassified database only contains data labelled unclassified. 
We shall consider that this constraint is a part of the multilevel security policy. Therefore, 
in the following, we shall assume that this is a theorem of our logic§. Notice also that we 
do not assume that the following formulas: 

e [U]P ---+ [U DB]P 
e [S]P---+ [SDB]P 

are theorems of our logic because we consider that the labelling procedure may be a 
priori independant from what the databases believe. This allows us to represent general 
classification rules such as: 

Vx, Vy, Employee(x) 1\ Sal(y)---+ [S]Salary(x, y) 

This rule classifies at secret the set of formulas having the form Salary( x, y) for each x 
instance of class Employee and for each y of type Sal. On the other hand, for a given 
employee, only one secret formula having the form Salary(x, y) can be stored in the secret 
database. This is because we can assume that the salary of an employee is unique. 

Finally, to reduce length of further formulas, we shall use the following abbreviation: 

[SECRET]P <--+ [S]P 1\ [DB]P 

If [SECRET]P is true, we say that Pis a true secret. This last definition is more general 
than the following one: 

[SECRET]P <--+ [S]P 1\ [SDB]P 

For instance, let us consider that we have [U DB]P and [SDB](P---+ Q) and •[SDB]•P. 
Then, using the above axioms we shall derive that [DB]P and [DB](P---+ Q) and therefore 
[DB]Q because the global database is closed under logical derivation. In this case, using 
our definition of true secret, we shall consider that Q is a true secret if we have [ SJQ, even 
though Q is not stored in the secret database. 

tNotice that the second axiom is only available in the case of atomic formulas. In the general case, there 
are problems with this axiom (see [GLQS92] for a discussion) 
§Notice that from this last theorem and from the theorem •([U]P II [S]P), we can also derive [S]P-+ 
•[UDB]P 
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3.6 Events 

Language extension 
We want to include in our language the possibility to specify that some event occurs, 
for instance updating some data in the database or giving a downgrading order. For this 
purpose, we shall consider the following extension Ls =(As, Ws) of language L4 • As must 
contain the following symbols: 

• All the symbols of language L4 • 

e A set of action symbols A. 
e A set of subjects S. 
• The modal operator Per form. 

The construction rules of language £ 5 are the following: 

• All the construction rules of language L4 • 

• If s is a subject and a an action then Perf arm( s, a) is a formula. 

Intuitively Perform(s,a) means that the subjects performs the action a. Examples of 
actions we shall consider are: Insert, Downgrade, etc ... For the sake of simplicity, we only 
consider atomic actions. We also assume that Per form(s, a) is a temporally indefinite 
statement. 

Axiomatics 
The theory must include specific axioms associated with each action to describe the effects 
of the action on the database content. For instance: 

[Per form(s, Insert(P))]t-+ [[DB]P]t+t 

This axiom says that the effect of inserting a sentence P in the database at time t is that 
the database will believe P at time t + 1. Actually, it would be more correct to consider 
that the database believes P at time t + d where d represents the execution time of the 
Insert operation. However, for the sake of simplicity, we shall consider, in the following, 
that execution time of every action is equal to d = 1. 

3. 7 Downgrading rules 

Finally, we want to include in our language the possibility to specify downgrading rules. 
For this purpose, we consider the extension L6 = (A6 , W6 ) of language Ls which must 
include the modal operator [D] and the following construction rule: 

• If Pis a formula of language L2 , then [D]P is a formula. 

[D]P means that the formula Pis labelled with a downgrading marking. This label means 
that the formula P is to be downgraded to the unclassified level. We only consider two 
security levels, the secret and the unclassified levels. To consider more than two levels and 
to be able to specify downgrading to level unclassified, confidential, etc, we would have 
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simply to parameterize the modal operator [D] with a classification level. This extension 
is straightforward. 

Of course, we consider that [D]P is temporally indefinite, but if tis a date then [[D]P]1 

is temporally definite. [[D]P]1 means that the formula P is labelled with a t-downgrading 
marking. This label means that the formula P is to be downgraded to the unclassified 
level at the time t. 

General format of downgrading rules 
General format of a downgrading rule is the following: 

Condition --> [[D][Info],,],2 

where Condition is any formula of language L5 and Info is any formula of language L2 • 

Such a rule means that once decision to downgrade is taken (i.e once Condition becomes 
true), Info dated at time t1 is labelled with a tTdowngrading marking. Consequence of 
such a downgrading rule is the following: 

[[SECRET][Info]t,],2 1\ [[D][Info]t,],2 --> [[UDB][Info],1 ],2+1 

This rule says that downgrading a piece of information [Info] 11 at a date t2 means that 
the unclassified database will believe in [Info] 11 at the date t2 + 1,. Notice also that, 
due to the theorem [U DB]P--> [U]P, the fact that [Info],, becomes unclassified at time 
t2 + 1 is also a consequence of donwgrading [Info] 1,. 

This rule also means that to be effectively downgraded at the date t2 , [Info],, must 
be a true secret at the date t2. This is because we consider that the labelling procedure 
(with secret, unclassified or downgrading markings) is a priori independant from what the 
databases believe. 

Different types of downgrading rules 
Definition 4 Let us consider the following downgrading rule : 

Condition--> [(D][Info],,],2 

e If t 1 = t 2 then this rule is a downgrading rule on a specific time. 
• If t1 < t2 then this rule is a downgrading rule after a delay. 
e If condition of the rule includes a term like Per form(s, downgrade([Info]t,, t2)), then 

this rule is a downgrading rule on an orderll. 
• If condition of the rule includes a term like Perform(s,a), where a is an action per

formed by users then this rule is a downgrading rule on an event. Notice downgrading 
on an order is a special case of downgrading on an event. 

• If t2 is a constant then this rule is a constant time downgrading rule. 
• If h is a universally quantified variable then this rule is a variable time downgrading 

rule. 

,Indeed downgrading is complete at time t2 + 1 since it requires one unity of time to insert [Info],, in 
the unclassified database (see section 3.6) 

II Per form(s, downgrade([ Info],,, t2)) intuitively means that the subject s requests the system to down
grade [Info],, at time t2 
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Sealing 
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~·;;;-;:).-(i7L . .. This level protects 
~ the object existence 

Attributes 
Name: Dupont (U) 
Age : 30 (U) f4-- Each level protects 
Salary : 10000 (S) an attribute value 

Figure 2 Multilevel object 

Definition 5 Sealing information which must be downgraded, in the context of a tem
poral database which manages both valid and transaction time means prohibiting belief 
revision about this information in the secret database until the downgrading date. 

We consider that sealing information labelled with a downgrading marking until its 
downgrading date is not mandatory. However, if we want to be sure that this information 
will be downgraded, then this information must be sealed until the downgrading date. 
This information is sealed at the downgrading decision date if it is a true secret at this 
date, and is sealed as soon as it is a true secret otherwise. Of course if this information is 
not true secret at any time between the downgrading decision date and the downgrading 
date then this information cannot be sealed and then is not downgraded. 

Notice we say "sealing an information means prohibiting belief revision about this infor
mation in the secret database until the downgrading date". This does not imply "preventing 
the unclassified database to believe such information before the downgrading date". Indeed 
the information to downgrade at time t2 may be downgraded before this instant time 
t2 by another downgrading rule. In this case, downgrading the information at time t2 is 
canceled and sealing of this information until the time t2 is canceled as well. 

In order to formally deal with sealing in our language, we would have to consider an 
action Sealing belonging to the set of actions A and a modal operator Sealed. If P is 
a formula of language L2 and sa subject then Perform(s,Sealing(P)) is to be read 
"the subject s performs the action of sealing the sentence P". [Sealed]P means that the 
formula Pis labelled Sealed. Using this extending language, it would be easy to specify the 
sealing axiomatics. However, for the sake of simplicity, as we do not use this axiomatics 
in the remainder of this paper, we do not present it here. 

4 DOWNGRADING IN AN ENTITY-RELATIONSHIP DATABASE 

4.1 Multilevel entities 

A multilevel object (see Figure 2) is an object whose identifier is associated with a security 
level and attributes are separately classified. Each security level assigned to an attribute 
is to protect the value of this attribute. The security level assigned to the object identifier 
is to protect the object existence. This security level must be dominated by the greatest 
lower bound of all the security levels assigned to the attributes of this object. 

This example clearly shows that two types of information can be protected: 
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• Existence of an object. 
• Value of an attribute. 

Thus, we have to define two different mechanisms to perform downgrading of each kind 
of information. 

4.2 Entity existence downgrading 

As we assumed there are only two security levels (the secret and unclassified levels), to be 
able to study object existence downgrading, we must consider an object whose existence 
is secret. The fact that the existence of object Ot at time it is a true secret at time t2 is 
expressed using the language defined in section 3 as follows: 

[[SECRET][Object(Ot)]t1 ],2 

Suppose now, we want to downgrade at the instant time t2 that object Ot exists at 
time ft. Such a decision is expressed as follows: 

Consequence of such a downgrading decision is as follows: 

Notice that downgrading of the objects existence does not imply downgrading of its 
attribute values. Attribute values of object Ot remain secret. 

4.3 Attribute value downgrading 

The sentence "the name attribute value "Dupont" of Ot at time it is a true secret at time 
i 2" is expressed as follows: 

[[SEC RET][ name( Ot, Duponi)]t1 ].2 

Suppose now that we want to downgrade at instant time i2 the attribute name "Dupont" 
of object Ot at time it. Such a decision is expressed as follows: 

Consequence of such a downgrading are the following: 

[[SEC RET][ name( 0~, Duponi)k].2 1\ [[D][name( Ot, Dupont)]t1 ].2 

--> [[U DB][name(Ot, Dupont)]t1 ],2+1 

Notice that downgrading an object attribute value also discloses the existence of this 
object. This is a consequence of downgrading (see section 2.2). However, from the security 
administrator point of view, it is perhaps safer to require the existence of the object to be 
first downgraded before downgrading an attribute value of this object. This is a decision 
we shall have to make during the implementation phase. 
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5 EXAMPLES OF DOWNGRADING RULES 

In this section, we show how to use the language described in section 3 to specify different 
types of downgrading rules. 

5.1 Constant time downgrading rules 

Constant time downgrading rule on a specific time 
Let us consider the following rule expressed in natural language: 

Rule 5: On January 1, 1995, salary of 0 1 on January 1, 1995 must be downgraded 

This rule may be expressed as follows in using the language we defined in section 3: 

Vx, [[SEC RET][ salary( ob X )h/1/95],,,,.5 -+ [[DJ[[salary( o~, X )h/1/95],,,,.5 

Notice condition of this rule checks if information to downgrade is a true secret at time 
1/1/95. This is not mandatory because, as we have seen in section 3.7, this is performed 
anyway just before downgrading the information. Thus the rule could have been equally 
stated as follows: 

Vx, [[DB][ salary( 01, X )h/1/95],,,,.5 -+ [[D][[salary( ob X )h/1/95],,,,.5 

Constant time downgrading rule after a delay 
Let us consider the following rule: 

Rule 6: On January 1, 1995, salary of 0 1 on January 1, 1994 must be downgraded 

The two following rules are two possible translations of the previous rule in natural 
language: 

Vx, [[SEC RET][ salary( ob X )h/1/94],,,, •• -+ [[D][salary( 01, X )h/1/94],/1/95 

Vx, [[SECRET][salary( ob X )h/1/94],,,,.5 -+ [[D][salary(01, X )h/1/94],,,,.5 

(1) 

(2) 

Although the rule expressed in natural language does not seem ambiguous, it may lead 
to several interpretations once we try to translate it in logic. To speak truly, it is possible 
to have several interpretations of the condition of the rule. There is only one solution to 
express the consequence of the rule. 

In rule 1, decision to downgrade is taken at time 1/1/94. Thus [salary(Obx)hJ1j 94 

must be sealed until the date 1/1/95, if we want to be sure that it will be downgraded. 
In rule 2, decision to downgrade is taken at time 1/1/95, thus [salary( 0 1, x )h11194 does 
not need to be sealed since the downgrading date is also 1/1/95. 

5.2 Variable time downgrading rules 

Variable time downgrading rule on an event 
Let us consider the following downgrading rule: 
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Rule 7: When the object 0 retires, Downgrade his salary 

This rule may be translated in our language as follows: 

Vx, Vtll Vt2, 
[Per form(s, Insert([job( 0, retirement)]1,))],2 A [Trusted(s )]12 A 

[[SEC RET][ salary( 0, x )]t,],2 A t1 :S: t2 
---> [[D][salary( 0, x )]1,],2 
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(3) 

Notice that the sentence "When the object 0 retires" is translated in our language by 
the event [Per form(s,Insert([job(O, retirement)] 11 ))],2 • Notice also that the fact "object 
0 retires" may be not immediately inserted in the database when this fact occurs in the 
real world, but perhaps after a delay, namely at time t2 with t2 ~ t1 . This insert must 
be performed on behalf of a trusted subject to prevent a Trojan Horse from disclosing a 
secret piece of information by maliciously inserting in the database that object 0 retires. 

Finally, as the decision to downgrade the salary of 0 coincides with the downgrading 
date, then it is not necessary to seal the salary of 0. 

Variable time downgrading rule on an order 
Let us consider the following rule: 

Rule 8: A user cleared to play the role of downgrader can order the downgrading of any 
pieces of information. 

This rule may be translated in our formal language as follows: 

Vt11 Vt2, Vt3, 
[Perform(s,downgrade([Info] 1!lh))],2 A [Role(s,downgrader)] 12 A t2 :S: f3 

---> [[D][Jnfo]t1 ],3 (4) 

This rule means "if an agent s cleared to play the role of downgrader orders at any 
instant time t2 to downgrade at the instant time t 3 a given piece of information Info 
dated at instant time t11 then this piece of information is labelled with a downgrading 
marking at time t3. In this rule, we actually assume that only a trusted user can play the 
role of downgrader in order to avoid the problem mentioned in section 5.2.1. 

This rule is a variable downgrading rule since t3 is universally quantified, it is also 
on an order and after a delay if t1 < t3 • Moreover, we should have t 2 :S: t3 so that the 
downgrading order is prior to the downgrading date. 

Finally, if [Info] 1, is a true secret at time t2, then [Info] 1, may be sealed between t2 

(the date of the downgrading decision) and t3 . 

Variable time downgrading rule after a delay 
Previous downgrading rules show us how to specify various and complex downgrading 
rules which may be difficult to express in natural language. To conclude this section, let 
us consider a rule which seems to be very clear when expressed in natural language: 

Rule 9: After ten years, secret information must be downgraded 
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However, an ambiguity appears once we try to express it in our language. Actually, two 
solutions seem possible when translating this sentence into a logical rule: 

Vtr, Vt2, [Per form(s, (Insert[Info]t 1 )], 1\ [[S][Info]t1 ], -+ [[D][Info]t1 ]t 10 (6) 
2 2 1 + 

The condition is the same for rules 5 and 6. It means "agent s inserts in the database, 
at time t2, [Info] 11 which is labelled secret at time t2"· In rule 5, decision is to down
grade [Info]tu ten years after having inserted it in the database. In rule 6, decision is to 
downgrade [Info]tu ten years after time it. 

We guess that solution proposed by rule 6 seems to best correspond to the rule expressed 
in natural language. Notice however that a problem may arise if t2 > it+ 10. This means 
information would have to be downgraded before the database believes it ! A solution 
proposed by rule 5, despite that it does not correspond exactly to the rule in natural 
language, can however corresponds to a need. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we developed a logical language which enables general automatic down
grading rules to be specified. We used this language to specify downgrading rules in the 
context of a multilevel entity-relationship database. We have shown in particular that this 
language is powerful enough to specify downgrading after a delay, on an event, an order 
and a specific time. There are several issues to this work: 

1. Data management needs to be further investigated. In particular, we could have shown 
how to manage temporal objects in using time intervals [SC91), but space prohibit
ed development of this issue in this paper. We also plan to extend the MultiView 
model [BCCGY93) to manage temporal objects and downgrading mechanisms. Other 
temporal features would also require further investigations [SA86, PMY94, P+94). In 
particular, the concept of event would be required to be slightly refined to include the 
possibility to specify actions having variable execution times. 

2. We plan to translate the modal logic used to specify downgrading rules into a classical 
logic, and designing a tool based on PROLOG. Even though we have shown that modal 
logic is of interest to specify downgrading rules, we think that downgrading rules can 
be translated in classical logic. This would enable powerful tools such as a PROLOG 
interpretor to be used. Moreover, a tool based on PROLOG enables a temporal database 
to be easily simulated [Sri93). 

3. Implementation of downgrading rules in an OODB seems to be possible but would 
require more work than designing a tool based on PROLOG. Indeed many problems 
must be solved- in particular, time management in the OODBMS, implementation of 
deduction mechanisms to infer on downgrading rules, implementation of sealing and 
downgrading mechanisms. It is however important to notice that some DBMS such 
as active DBMS supply some features which seem to be appropriate to implement 
downgrading rules. Most of the prototypes such as HiPAC [DBBa88) or Starburst 
[WCL91) for instance, support different kinds of events (like time events, events based 
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on data updates, or external events). These events are likely to fit very well to our 
downgrading rules. 
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